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A B S T R A C T

By effectively virtualizing operating systems and encapsulating necessary runtime contexts of software components and services, container technologies can significantly improve portability and efficiency for distributed application deployment. It flexibly extends virtual machine based cloud (Infrastructure-as-a-Service) as a much lighter virtual environment (container cluster) for agile application management. However, existing container management systems are not capable of handling concurrent requests efficiently, particularly for the underlying clusters with heterogeneous machines and the requested containers with multi-resource demands. In this paper, we propose an Enhanced Container Scheduler (ECSched) for efficiently scheduling concurrent container requests on heterogeneous clusters with multi-resource constraints. We formulate the container scheduling problem as a minimum cost flow problem (MCFP), and represent the container requirements using a specific graph data structure (flow network). ECSched affords flexibility in constructing the flow network based on a batch of concurrent requests, and performs the MCFP algorithm to schedule the concurrent requests in an online manner. We evaluate ECSched in different testbed clusters, and measure the scheduling overhead with large-scale simulations. The experimental results show that ECSched outperforms state-of-the-art container schedulers in container performance and resource efficiency, and only introduces a small and acceptable scheduling overhead in large-scale clusters.

© 2019 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).

1. Introduction

Container technologies effectively virtualize the operating system and are becoming increasingly popular in cloud computing. By encapsulating runtime contexts of software components and services, containers significantly improve portability and efficiency for cloud application deployment. Major cloud providers have provided container-based cloud services to cater for this popularity, such as Amazon Elastic Container Service [1] and Azure Container Service [2]. Meanwhile, container orchestration platforms, such as Docker Swarm [3], Mesosphere Marathon [4], and Google Kubernetes [5], are emerging to provide container-based infrastructure for automating deployment, scaling, and management of containers on underlying clusters.

Typically, Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) offered by the cloud providers (e.g., Amazon EC2 [6], Microsoft Azure [7]) relies on the underlying Virtual Machines (VMs). Compared with VM-based infrastructure, container-based infrastructure has some new features:

- It can be deployed on both physical and virtual machines, and the highly diverse configuration of VMs makes the clustered machines more heterogeneous.
- It can provide fine-grained resource allocation due to the operating-system-level virtualization techniques of containers, which is much more flexible than predefined VM types in VM-based infrastructure.
- It can support users specifying affinities among containers (e.g., Affinity in Kubernetes) for a distributed application, which facilitates container orchestration over the cluster.

With these new features, container-based infrastructure imposes emerging and stringent requirements on container scheduling in order to provide performance guarantee for deployed applications.

1. The resources demanded by a container are often a combination of multiple resources (CPU, memory, network, etc.), which have to be satisfied by the underlying container cluster; it becomes extremely challenging when the nodes have diverse capacity and capability.
2. Containers of a distributed application often have strong affinity with other containers (due to frequent data communication) or specific machines (due to data locality).
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Placing containers on the appropriate node can significantly reduce the latency of container communication or decrease the volume of data transferred. Hence, the affinity has to be taken into account when scheduling containers.

3. The high scheduling overhead in large clusters may hurt the performance of applications with high-quality constraints [8–11], e.g., real-time analytics [12,13]. Moreover, the scheduling algorithms are frequently invoked during the application execution, in particular when scaling out or recovering from failure, which often have critical time constraints. Thus, the scheduling overhead should be small so that the scheduler is able to scale to large clusters.

Meanwhile, with the adoption of cloud services and the scale of applications increase, modern cloud platforms have to deal with a large number of concurrent requests at the same time. By analyzing the Google cluster trace [14], the scheduler needs to make hundreds of task placement decisions per second in peak hours. When considering the above requirements, it inevitably introduces new challenges to the container schedulers. In recent years, container management and scheduling have attracted quite a lot of research attentions. A queue-based scheduler is widely used in the orchestration platforms, such as Marathon [15], Swarm [3] and Kubernetes [16]. All deployment requests first enter a queue; the scheduler fetches requests from the queue and processes one container (one pod in Kubernetes) at a time. Regarding the scheduling algorithms to the queue-based schedulers, variants of heuristic packing algorithms, such as Best-Fit Decreasing (BFD) and First-Fit Decreasing (FFD) [17,18], are often adopted to achieve practical solutions.

Container-by-container scheduling has the advantage for making parallel decisions on distributed deployment [12,19], but it also has crucial limitations for achieving high-quality placements of the entire workloads (concurrent tasks), due to its lack of global view on the waiting containers. For instance, the scheduler makes a decision early for a requested container, which would restricts its choices for the waiting containers. Fig. 1 shows an example of container-by-container scheduling and concurrent scheduling for three concurrent requests, where the resource demands of containers and the available resources of machines are depicted. For the container-by-container scheduling, if we apply a simple scheduling algorithm (i.e., First come, first served), Container3 cannot be scheduled at this moment. It is because Machine3 does not have enough resources to run Container3. For the concurrent scheduling, as the scheduler has a global view of the entire workloads, it could schedule all the containers to the machines. In the optimization of service placement or VM placement, the problem of scheduling a batch of concurrent requests can be usually formulated as an integer programming problem [20,21] or a mixed integer programming problem [22]. However, those are NP-hard [23].

In this paper, we propose an Enhanced Container Scheduler (ECSched) for efficiently scheduling concurrent container requests with multi-resource constraints on heterogeneous clusters. We formulate the container scheduling problem as a minimum-cost flow problem (MCFP) and represent the container requirements using a specific graph data structure (flow network). In the flow network, we propose a novel approach to encode the multi-resource demands and affinity requirements of requested containers. By analyzing the properties of different classical MCFP algorithms, we choose an appropriate variant of successive shortest path algorithm implemented in ECSched. In our implementation, ECSched first constructs the flow network based on a batch of concurrent requests, and then performs the MCFP algorithm to schedule the concurrent requests at the same time. To evaluate the scheduling quality, we compare the container performance and the resource efficiency of ECSched and state-of-the-art container schedulers in different testbed clusters. To understand the scheduling overhead, we measure the algorithm runtime of ECSched and state-of-the-art container schedulers by performing large-scale simulations.

We summarize our contributions as follows:
- We analyze the characteristics of existing container schedulers and identify the specific challenges in handling concurrent container requests with multi-resource constraints on heterogeneous clusters.
- We model the concurrent container scheduling problem as a minimum cost flow problem (MCFP) and propose several novel methods to handle the requirements of container requests in the flow network. We implement a prototype scheduler ECSched with an appropriate MCFP algorithm.
- We show that ECSched outperforms state-of-the-art container schedulers in container performance and resource efficiency, and only introduces a small and acceptable scheduling overhead in large-scale clusters.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we formulate the container scheduling problem, and analyze the deployment requirements of requested containers. In Section 3, we discuss the minimum cost flow problem. In Section 4, we present the design and implementation of our approach ECSched. In Section 5, we compare the performance of ECSched against that of state-of-the-art container schedulers through extensive experiments. In Section 6, we discuss the related work. In Section 7, we summarize our results and present future work.

2. Problem formulation

In this section, we first present the formulation of the container scheduling problem. Then, we analyze different deployment requirements of container requests. The notation used in the work is presented in Table 1.
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Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$M$</td>
<td>Set of heterogeneous machines in the cluster: $M = {m_1, m_2, ..., m_R}$, where $M =</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R$</td>
<td>Set of resource types: $R = {r_1, r_2, ..., r_R}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v_i$</td>
<td>Vector of available resources on machine $m_i$: $v_i = (v_{i1}, v_{i2}, ..., v_{iR})$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_t$</td>
<td>Amount of resource $r$ available on machine $m$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C$</td>
<td>Set of concurrent container requests at one moment: $C = {c_1, c_2, ..., c_N}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N$</td>
<td>Number of the concurrent requests: $N =</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_i$</td>
<td>Vector of resource demands of container $c_i$: $D_i = (d_{i1}, d_{i2}, ..., d_{iR})$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_{ij}$</td>
<td>Amount of resource $r_j$ that container $c_i$ demands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A$</td>
<td>Matrix of container affinity: $A = [a_{ij}]<em>{N \times N}$, where $a</em>{ij} = 1$ if container $c_i$ has an affinity with container $c_j$, otherwise $a_{ij} = 0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$B$</td>
<td>Matrix of machine affinity: $B = [b_{ik}]<em>{N \times M}$, where $b</em>{ik} = 1$ if container $c_i$ has an affinity with machine $m_k$, otherwise $b_{ik} = 0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X$</td>
<td>A placement solution: $X = [x_{ik}]<em>{N \times M}$, where $x</em>{ik} = 1$ if container $c_i$ is to be placed on machine $m_k$, otherwise $x_{ik} = 0$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.1. Model description

In container-based infrastructure, the cluster is typically composed of a set of networked heterogeneous machines $M = \{m_1, m_2, ..., m_R\}$, where $M = |M|$ is the number of machines. We consider $R$ types of resources $R = \{r_1, r_2, ..., r_R\}$ (e.g., CPU, memory, or network bandwidth) in each machine. For machine $m_k$, let $V_i = (v_{i1}, v_{i2}, ..., v_{iR})$ be the vector of its resource capacities where the element $v_{ij}$ denotes the total amount of resource $r_j$ available on machine $m_k$.

We consider the container requests continuously arrive over time. At one moment, we assume there is a set of concurrent requests $C = \{c_1, c_2, ..., c_N\}$ that are to be deployed on the cluster, and $N = |C|$ is the number of requests. For container $c_i$, let $D_i = (d_{i1}, d_{i2}, ..., d_{iR})$ be the vector of its resource demands, where the element $d_{ij}$ denotes the amount of resource $r_j$ that the container $c_i$ demands. To affinity specification, let 0-1 matrix $A = [a_{ij}]_{N \times N}$ denote the container affinity. If $a_{ij} = 1$, it means that the container $c_i$ has an affinity with container $c_j$. Let 0-1 matrix $B = [b_{ik}]_{N \times M}$ denote the machine affinity. If $b_{ik} = 1$, it means that the container $c_i$ has an affinity with machine $m_k$.

Next, we model a placement solution of the scheduler. Note that a placement solution means a mapping of containers to machines on the cluster in this work. Let 0-1 matrix $X = [x_{ik}]_{N \times M}$ denote a solution, where $x_{ik} = 1$ if container $c_i$ is to be deployed on machine $m_k$.

2.2. Deployment requirements

By analyzing the features of container-based infrastructure, a placement solution is desired to satisfy the following requirements.

2.2.1. Multi-resource guarantee

Providing multi-resource guarantee for each container on the heterogeneous cluster is the primary requirement to the scheduler. Container-based infrastructure, which has the advantages and benefits of container techniques inherently, can allocate resources in a more fine-grained way than VM-based infrastructure; it facilitates the flexibility of resource allocation for applications. Given the constraints of Service Level Agreements (SLAs) with users, different types of resource demands should be at least guaranteed with a placement solution so that SLAs are not violated. Thus, the resource demands of the containers in one machine should not exceed its capacity.

\[ \sum_{c_i \in C} x_{ik} \cdot d_{ij} \leq v_{kj} \]  \hspace{1cm} (1)

\[ \forall m_k \in M, \forall r_k \in R \]

2.2.2. Affinity awareness

In container-based infrastructure, users can specify the affinity of containers in a deployment request, which represents the demands of data communication or the location of data input. As distributed applications transfer data frequently, especially data-intensive applications, the network condition would directly affect the overall performance. Considering the influence of the network, the scheduler should be aware of the affinity requirements so that it can make effective use of this information to adjust container placements. The intuitive and effective solution is to co-locate the containers which have affinity to others on the same machine.

\[ \sum_{m_k \in M} x_{ik} \cdot x_{jk} \geq a_{ij} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2)

\[ \forall c_i, \forall c_j \in C \]

and place the container on the affinity machine.

\[ x_{ik} \geq b_{ik} \]  \hspace{1cm} (3)

\[ \forall c_i \in C, \forall m_k \in M \]

Accordingly, the challenge for a scheduler is how to efficiently schedule the concurrent requests while satisfying all the deployment requirements of requested containers.

3. Minimum cost flow problem

As existing queue-based schedulers process one container at a time, the other waiting requests cannot be considered in the decision-making phase. Consequently, it is hard for a scheduler to achieve high-quality placements, since it makes a separate decision for each container. In this work, we choose a graph-based approach to model the container scheduling problem as minimum cost flow problem (MCFP) [24], which can perform the container scheduling of concurrent requests at the same time.

The minimum cost flow problem is an optimization and decision problem to find the minimum-cost way of sending a certain amount of flow through a flow network. A flow network is a directed graph $G = (V, E)$ with a source node $s$ and a sink node $t$ in $V$, where each edge $e_{uv} \in E$ has a capacity $c_{uv} > 0$ and a unit transportation cost $w_{uv}$. Fig. 2 shows an example of a flow network.

In the flow network, the cost of sending a flow of $f_{uv} \geq 0$ units along the edge $e_{uv}$ is $f_{uv} \cdot w_{uv}$. The problem requires $K$ units of flow (source node with a supply of $K$ units) to be sent from source to sink in Fig. 2. An example of a flow network.
s to sink t, and the goal is to minimize the total cost of the flow over all edges:

\[
\text{Minimize } \sum_{u,v \in E} f_{u,v} \cdot c_{u,v} \tag{4}
\]

subject to:

\[
f_{u,v} \leq c_{u,v} \tag{5}
\]

\[
\sum_{x \in V} f_{x,u} = \sum_{x \in V} f_{u,x} (u \neq s, t) \tag{6}
\]

\[
\sum_{x \in V} f_{x,s} = \sum_{x \in V} f_{t,x} = K \tag{7}
\]

Eq. (5) guarantees that the amount of the flow that goes through an edge cannot exceed its capacity. Eq. (6) guarantees that the amount of the flow that goes into a node is equal to the amount of the flow that comes out of the node, except source node and sink node. Eq. (7) guarantees that both the amount of the flow that goes into a node and the amount of the flow that goes into sink node are equal to K. Eq. (4) expresses the goal of the minimum cost flow problem.

In this paper, we strive to schedule a batch of concurrent container requests efficiently at a moment. To simplify the problem, for each pair of a container request and a machine, we choose to use a scalar value to indicate the fitness level between them. The objective of our work is to find a placement solution (mapping between the concurrent requests and the machines) that maximizes the total values at each moment. As MCFP is a well-studied problem in the past years [24], there are many effective and efficient algorithms [25,26] that have been proposed to solve the MCFP in a polynomial time. If we can convert the container scheduling problem to the MCFP with a flow network, we could also solve the container scheduling problem in a polynomial time. This is because a solution of MCFP can be extracted as a mapping between the nodes in the flow network. By setting the corresponding capacity and transportation cost on the edges in the flow network, MCFP algorithms can find the optimal placement solution (mapping) that maximizes the total values for a batch of concurrent container requests. Consequently, the question is how to convert the container scheduling problem to the MCFP, and what MCFP algorithm is used to solve the problem.

4. ECSched approach

In this section, we describe how to construct the specific graph data structure (flow network) of MCFP to solve the container scheduling problem, what MCFP algorithms to use, and how to build ECSched scheduler.

4.1. Flow network structure

To map the container scheduling problem to the MCFP, we formulate the problem using a specific structure of flow networks. Fig. 3 shows a case flow network of tackling the container scheduling problem, but we only annotate the capacity on the edges in the figure. The flow network corresponds to an instantaneous status of the container cluster, while encoding a set of requested containers and clustered machines. The overall structure of the flow network can be described as follows.

- **Source Node:** The source node s on the left hand with a supply of K units of flow, which represents how many containers can be handled at a time in our context. The maximum supply is the total number of requested containers in the scheduler (K = N).
- **Container Node:** Each requested container in the flow network is represented as a node Ci and has an edge from source node s with a capacity of 1 unit.
- **Machine Node:** Each clustered machine in the flow network is represented as a node Mi and has an edge from a container node with a capacity of 1 unit if the machine is eligible to place the container.
- **Unscheduled Node:** Inspired by previous works [27,28], we add a new node in the flow network, which called unscheduled node U. All container nodes have an outgoing edge to the node U with a capacity of 1 unit.
- **Sink Node:** The sink node t on the right hand is the place to drain off the flow. All machine nodes have an edge to the sink node with a capacity of 1 unit, and the unscheduled node has an edge to the sink node with a capacity of N units.

MCFP algorithms would optimally route the flow from the source to the sink without exceeding the capacity constraints on any edge. A path of one MCFP solution first gets to a container node from the source node, and then reaches the sink node through a machine node or the unscheduled node. Thus, if a path goes through a machine node, it corresponds to an assignment for the container. Otherwise, if a path goes through an unscheduled node, it does not schedule the container at this moment. For instance, all bold edges can be one possible solution returned by MCFP algorithms as shown in Fig. 3. The solution corresponds to a placement solution: Container0 is not scheduled at this moment; Container1 is assigned to Machine0; Container2 is assigned to Machine1. Accordingly, the scheduler can successively perform MCFP algorithms to continuously schedule containers.

4.2. Encoding deployment requirements

As the goal of the MCFP problem is to minimize the total cost of the flow over all edges, flexible assignment of the costs on the edges can make the MCFP algorithms return a placement solution which we desire for container scheduling. Considering two deployment requirements as described in the previous section, we propose following methods to encode them in the flow network.

4.2.1. Multi-resource guarantee

Providing multi-resource guarantee for each requested container is the primary objective of the container scheduling. In order to make the values of different resources comparable to each other and easy to handle, we first normalize the resource number to be the fraction of the maximum capacity in the cluster independently. For instance, there are two requested containers with resource demands: (CPU: 1 core, MEM: 2 GB) and (CPU: 2 cores, MEM: 1 GB), and there are two machines in the cluster with resource capacities: (CPU: 4 cores, MEM: 2 GB) and (CPU: 2 cores, MEM: 4 GB). After normalization, the vector of container resource demands becomes (CPU: 0.25, MEM: 0.5) and (CPU: 0.5, MEM: 0.25); the vector of machine resource capacities becomes (CPU: 1.0, MEM: 0.5) and (CPU: 0.5, MEM: 1.0), since the maximum
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number of CPU cores is 4 and the maximum capacity of memory is 4 GB in the cluster.

Next, the scheduler would construct the flow network as mentioned earlier. To construct the flow network, the scheduler checks whether the machines in the cluster have sufficient resources to place the requested containers. If a machine is eligible for a container, it adds an edge from the container node to the machine node with a capacity of 1 unit. The key challenge here is how to assign the costs on the edges to distinguish the quality (fitness level) of different mappings between containers and machines. In this work, we introduce two strategies for a container, it adds an edge from the container node to the machine node with a capacity of 1 unit. The key challenge here is how to assign the costs on the edges to distinguish the quality (fitness level) of different mappings between containers and machines. In this work, we introduce two strategies to handle container affinity (co-located on the same machine) and machine affinity (located on a specific machine) by dynamically adjusting the edges in the flow network.

- **Dot-product:** In this heuristic, we prioritize different placements based on the dot product. Here, the dot product between the demand vector of container \( c_i \) and the capacity vector of machine \( m_j \) is defined as:
  \[
  dp_{ij} = \sum_{r \in R} d_{ik} c_{rk}.
  \]
  Fig. 4(a) shows an example. The dot product between the container and the machine in the figure can be calculated as: \( 0.8 \times 1 + 0.5 \times 0.8 = 1.2 \). The idea of this heuristic is that it takes into account not only the resource demands of containers but also how well its demands align with the resource capacities of machines; the dot product implies the degree of the alignment. Thus, for this heuristic, the higher \( dp_{ij} \) is, the better the placement is. In MCFP, the cost on the edge is inversely related, which is a flow is better if the cost of the flow is lower. Therefore, the cost on the edge between the container node and the machine node is assigned to \( -dp_{ij} \) in the flow network. For the edge from container node to unscheduled node, the cost is assigned to 0 which is the highest. A flow network example is shown in Fig. 4(b).

- **Most-loaded:** In this heuristic, we prioritize different placements based on the load situations of the machines. The container tends to be placed on the most loaded machine in the cluster. In this cost model, it is also based on a scalar value which is defined as:
  \[
  ml_{ij} = \sum_{k \in K} t_{ik}.c_{jk}.
  \]
  which implies the mapping quality between the container \( c_i \) and the machine \( m_j \). Fig. 5(a) shows an example. The value between the container and the machine in the figure can be calculated as: \( 0.8 \times 1 + 0.5 \times 0.8 = 1.425 \). Thus, the higher \( ml_{ij} \) is, the more loaded the machine is in this heuristic. Similar to dot-product heuristic, the cost on the edge is assigned to \( -ml_{ij} \).

  For the edge from container node to unscheduled node, the cost is also assigned to 0. A flow network example is shown in Fig. 5(b).

4.2.2. Affinity awareness

When submitting a deployment request, users can specify the affinities among the containers. It represents the demands of data communication or the location of data input. An appropriate placement of containers can lead to lower network latency and better network utilization. Thus, the location of containers is crucial for the overall performance. In the flow network, it is flexible to handle container affinity (co-located on the same machine) and machine affinity (located on a specific machine) by dynamically adjusting the edges in the flow network.

- **Machine affinity:** Considering the location of input data or container image, users would specify the machine affinity to indicate the preferred machine. Placing the container on the specified machine can reduce network transmission time significantly. Thus, we adjust the flow network to only connect the container with the preferred machine, which can limit placement options of the requested container. Fig. 6 shows an example with machine affinity, where container \( c_1 \) has a machine affinity to machine \( m_1 \). In the example, container \( c_1 \) has only one edge to machine \( m_1 \), but no edge to machine \( m_2 \) that is also eligible for container \( c_1 \). Accordingly, container \( c_1 \) can only be scheduled to machine \( m_1 \).

- **Container affinity:** Considering the network latency within the containers, users would specify the container affinity among certain containers. Placing these containers on the same machine can reduce network latency significantly. In the flow network, we add a new node, called aggregator node \( A_i \), to merge affinity containers. Fig. 7 shows an example with container affinity, where container \( c_0 \) and container \( c_1 \) have an affinity. In the example, we add an aggregator node \( A_0 \) in the flow network. Both container \( c_0 \) and container \( c_1 \) have an edge to aggregator node \( A_0 \). Hence, the scheduler would treat these two container nodes as one node to perform scheduling.
4.3. MCFP algorithms

After constructing the flow network, the scheduler will perform MCFP algorithms to find the optimal routing solution with respect to the costs we have assigned. In this section, we discuss two kinds of classical MCFP algorithms: cycle canceling algorithm and successive shortest path algorithm. We then explain the MCFP algorithm that we implemented in ECSched.

The simplest MCFP algorithm is cycle canceling algorithm [30]. This algorithm maintains a feasible solution meeting Eqs. (5)–(7) and at every iteration attempts to improve its optimality. The algorithm first establishes a feasible flow in the flow network and at every iteration attempts to improve its optimality. The cycle canceling algorithm terminates when the residual network contains no negative cost-directed cycle.

The cycle canceling algorithm maintains feasibility of the solution at every step and attempts to achieve optimality. In contrast, the successive shortest path algorithm [31] maintains optimality of the solution at every step and strives to attain feasibility. At each step, the algorithm sends flow from the source node \( s \) to the sink node \( t \) along the shortest path in the residual network. The algorithm terminates when the current solution meets Eqs. (5)–(7) of MCFP.

Based on these two classical MCFP algorithms, many optimization methods and scaling algorithms have been proposed [25, 26, 32–34]. Known worst-case complexity bounds on the MCFP are \( O(N^2 \log(N)) \) [34] for the successive shortest path based algorithm, and \( O(N^2 M \log(NW)) \) [25] for the cycle canceling based algorithm. \( N \) is the number of nodes; \( M \) is the number of edges; \( C \) is the number of the largest edge capacity; \( W \) is the number of the largest edge cost. In our container scheduling problem, it is the case as \( M > N > C > W \). Thus, the successive shortest path based algorithm would perform better due to the complexities \( (C \log(N) < M \log(NW)) \). On the other hand, the cost on the edges is not integer in the flow network as we defined in above sections; it can be easier to solve through the successive shortest path based algorithm. Therefore, we choose to implement a variant of successive shortest path algorithm in our ECSched.

4.4. Implementation

The implementation of ECSched is based on a heartbeat mechanism. On a heartbeat, ECSched first fetches a set of container requests to construct a flow network, and then performs the MCFP algorithm to place the requested containers. The details are explained as follows.

4.4.1. Constructing flow network

First, ECSched would fetch a certain number of concurrent container requests from the queue system. In our implementation, users can customize the maximum number of requests that ECSched can fetch. Considering the tradeoff between scheduling quality and scheduling overhead, selecting a proper number is crucial for the overall performance. We discuss the tradeoff in Section 5.5. Then, ECSched constructs the flow network based on these concurrent container requests. In addition, we discuss the time complexity of the flow network construction. We assume the number of container requests that are fetched from the queue system is \( n \). The number of machines in the cluster is \( M \) as defined in the model description. To construct the flow network, we first group the container requests according to the requirements of container affinity, whose time complexity is \( O(n^2) \). Then, we build the flow network and add the edges according to the strategies we described earlier, whose time complexity is \( O(nM) \). Hence, the overall time complexity of the flow network construction is \( O(n^2 + nM) \).

4.4.2. Placing requested containers

Next, ECSched would perform the MCFP algorithm (a variant of successive shortest path algorithm) to find an optimal flow solution over the flow network. Then, ECSched extract the container placements out of the optimal flow solution. According to the placements, ECSched places the scheduled containers on the corresponding machines and puts the unscheduled containers back to the queue system for the next scheduling.

5. Evaluation

We implement ECSched with a container manager and a variant of MCFP algorithm in Python. In this section, we evaluate our ECSched in testbed clusters of ExoGENI [35] experimental environment to compare the scheduling quality with state-of-the-art container schedulers. In order to understand the scheduling overhead of ECSched, we measure the algorithm runtime by performing large-scale simulations.
5.1. Experimental setup

Cluster. We create two different container clusters with 30 virtual machines (VM) in ExoGENI [35] which is a multi-domain Infrastructure-as-a-Service testbed. For the first cluster, we use 30 homogeneous VMs of “XOLarge” type (2-core CPU, 6 GB of memory) in the testbed. Considering the heterogeneity, we choose three types of VM configurations for the second cluster. The cluster is composed of 10 VMs of “XOMedium” type (1-core CPU, 3 GB of memory), 10 VMs of “XOLarge” type (2-core CPU, 6 GB of memory) and 10 VMs of “XOXLarge” type (4-core CPU, 12 GB of memory). After normalization, the capacity vectors of the machines in the homogeneous cluster are: (CPU: 0.5, MEM: 0.5); the capacity vectors of the machines in the heterogeneous cluster are: (CPU: 0.25, MEM: 0.25), (CPU: 0.5, MEM: 0.5), and (CPU: 1, MEM: 1) respectively.

Workloads. To test our prototype, we yield container requests based on the Google cluster trace [14], which provides data from a 12,500-machine cluster over a month-long period. As we choose to spend 6 h at each experiment, we analyzed the trace of the first 6 h. There are around 100,000 tasks completed within the first 6 h, and the average duration of the tasks is around 740 s. Considering the scale of our testbed cluster, we randomly sample 2500 tasks (2.5%) from them at each experiment. The generator yields container requests according to following aspects from the trace: task submission times, task durations and task resource requirements. The resource requirements have been normalized in the trace. Additionally, we add the requirements of container affinity and machine affinity with a probability according to the task constraints in the trace [14] (ensure that affinity containers can be packed into a machine).

ECSched. We implement two strategies in our scheduler. ECSched-dp is based on dot-product heuristic; ECSched-ml is based on most-loaded heuristic. For the heartbeat mechanism, the scheduling interval is set to be 100 ms in the scheduler. Unless otherwise specified, the maximum number of container requests that ECSched can fetch from the queue system on a heartbeat is 100.

Baselines. We compare ECSched to the state-of-the-art scheduling algorithms implemented in two container orchestration systems: Google Kubernetes [16] and Docker Swarm [3]. Under multi-resource requirements, the default scheduler of Kubernetes tends to distribute pods (smallest deployable units in Kubernetes) evenly across the cluster to balance the overall resource usage, while the scheduler of Swarm tends to place containers on the most loaded machines to improve resource utilization over the cluster. Both are queue-based schedulers, which process one unit at a time.

Metrics. The primary metric to quantify container performance is the improvement in the average container completion time. We define the Factor of Improvement as follows:

\[
\text{Factor of Improvement} = \frac{\text{Duration of a Baseline}}{\text{Duration of ECSched}}
\]

(8)

Factor of Improvement greater than 1 means ECSched performs better, and vice versa.

Additionally, we use Average Resource Utilization over the cluster to measure resource efficiency during experiments.

Finally, to evaluate scheduling overhead, we compute Algorithm Runtime of schedulers in different scenarios.

5.2. Comparison of container performance

We first compare the container performance with baseline schemes to handle 2500 container requests on both clusters. Fig. 8 shows the results on the cluster with homogeneous machines.

Overall, ECSched speeds up 83% to 86% of the containers and only slows down 8% to 12% of the containers. The reason is that ECSched schedules a batch of requests at the same time to find a more compact placement for the overall performance, which may hurt a small part of the requests due to the contention. We observe that ECSched-dp slightly outperforms ECSched-ml in the evaluation, as dot-product heuristic is that it takes into account not only the resource demands of containers but also how well its demands align with the resource capacities of machines. Compared to the scheduler of Kubernetes, ECSched-dp speeds up containers by 1.32 × at the median and 1.68 × at the 80th percentile. Compared to the scheduler of Swarm, ECSched-dp speeds up containers by 1.23 × at the median and 1.57 × at the 80th percentile.

Fig. 9 shows the results on the cluster with heterogeneous machines. In this cluster, ECSched speeds up 79% to 81% of the containers and slows down 10% to 15% of the containers. Similar to the homogeneous cluster, ECSched-dp performs better than ECSched-ml. Compared to the scheduler of Kubernetes, ECSched-dp speeds up containers by 1.20 × at the median and 1.50 × at the 80th percentile. Compared to the scheduler of Swarm, ECSched-dp speeds up containers by 1.28 × at the median and 1.63 × at the 80th percentile.

Fig. 10 shows the Cumulative Distribution Functions (CDFs) of container completion times for different schedulers. Relative to the baselines, the performance of containers is improved in both clusters. ECSched lowers the average container completion time by up to 1.3 × throughout the experiments. The improvements accrue from the increase in the number of simultaneously running containers on the cluster (less waiting time in the queue), as ECSched takes a batch of concurrent requests into consideration to make placement decisions.

5.3. Comparison of resource efficiency

Next, we compare the average resource utilization over the cluster to evaluate the resource efficiency of different schedulers. During the experiments, we monitor the resource utilization across the cluster in every second. The resource utilization here is the ratio of the utilized resources to the total resources in the cluster. Tables 2 and 3 show the average resource utilization throughout the entire experiment. We observe that ECSched sustains higher resource utilization than the baselines. Consistent with the container performance, ECSched-dp achieves the highest average resource utilization. For the cluster with homogeneous machines, ECSched-dp increases resource utilization by 4.1% to 5.3% compared to the two baselines. For the cluster with heterogeneous machines, ECSched-dp increases resource utilization by 3.7% to 4.6% compared to the two baselines. In order to better
Fig. 8. CDFs of Factor of Improvement on the cluster with homogeneous machines.

Fig. 9. CDFs of Factor of Improvement on the cluster with heterogeneous machines.

Fig. 10. CDFs of container completion times for different schedulers.

Fig. 11. Comparing the resource utilization on the cluster with homogeneous machines.
understand the resource efficiency, we choose to plot the exact resource utilization of ECSched-dp and Kubernetes during the experiment.

Figs. 11 and 12 show the details of ECSched-dp and Kubernetes for both clusters. We observe that the requests we yielded are more CPU intensive. The CPU resources are highly competitive, and the utilization of CPU remains high during the experiments. Nevertheless, ECSched-dp still achieves higher resource utilization than Kubernetes in the peak hours. These improvements are because ECSched leverages the MCFP algorithm to find a better placement solution for the concurrent container requests, which can lead to less resource fragmentation of machines. Overall, it demonstrates that the ECSched outperforms existing container schedulers in terms of resource efficiency on different clusters.

5.4. Impact of concurrent scheduling

Compared to state-of-the-art schedulers, scheduling a set of concurrent requests at the same time is an innovative advantage of ECSched. As described earlier, ECSched would fetch a certain number of container requests from the queue system to construct a flow network for scheduling. For the above experiments, we set the maximum number that ECSched can fetch to 100. Thus, ECSched can schedule up to 100 container requests at a time. In this section, we configure the ECSched with the maximum fetch number of 1, 10, 50 and 100 to evaluate the container performance in different configurations. In order to understand how much influence does it have on the completion time, we compare the configuration with the number of 10, 50, 100 to the configuration with the number of 1 in this experiment.

Fig. 13 shows the results of Factor of Improvement on the cluster with heterogeneous machines. We observe that along with the increase of maximum fetch number, the improvement of the container performance also increases. The impact to these two heuristics is quite similar in the experiment. Compared to the configuration with maximum fetch number of 1, ECSched lowers the average container completion time by 1.08 × with the number of 10, 1.21 × with the number of 50, and 1.30 × with the number of 100. Consequently, it demonstrates that ECSched can efficiently handle concurrent container requests, and significantly benefits from concurrent scheduling.

5.5. Overhead evaluation

As we model the scheduling problem as a MCFP, the scheduling algorithm in our scheduler is more complex than existing schedulers. It would cause the overhead of ECSched to be higher than the others. To estimate the scheduling overhead, we perform large-scale simulations to measure the algorithm runtime of different schedulers. We consider two cluster sizes in the simulation: 1000-machine cluster and 5000-machine cluster (largest cluster which Kubernetes can support currently). In order to make the simulated cluster more heterogeneous, the configuration of each machine is chosen uniformly at random from 4 types of VM instances of ExoGENI experimental environment. As hundreds of requests need to be processed per second in peak hours according to the Google cluster trace [14], we choose to submit 100, 200 and 300 concurrent container requests to the scheduler for testing at the same time. Accordingly, we configure the ECSched with maximum fetch number of 100, 200 and 300. In order to fairly compare the algorithm runtime, we also implement the scheduling algorithm of Kubernetes and Swarm in Python, which is the same with ECSched. We conduct this experiment on a dedicated server with Intel Xeon E5-2630 2.4 GHz CPU and 64 GB memory.

Fig. 14 shows the results of the average algorithm runtime which we repeated one hundred times. We observe that the algorithm runtime of ECSched is highest while Swarm is lowest. The algorithm of Swarm is a simple greedy search to place requested containers on the most loaded machines. Compared to Swarm, the algorithm of Kubernetes is a bit complex, which has multiple predicates policies and priorities policies to filter and score machines. Obviously, our algorithm is the most complicated one, and has higher overhead. Nevertheless, ECSched can respond in sub-second time when the number of concurrent requests is less than 100. When processing 300 containers concurrently, the ECSched responds in about 1.8 s for 1000-machine cluster and about 3.4 s for 5000-machine cluster. Actually, compared to the average duration (740 s in our experiments) of the containers in the cluster [14], this overhead is relatively small and acceptable. Considering the container performance we discussed in previous section, there thus is a tradeoff between the quality and the overhead when scheduling containers. Users can dynamically adjust the maximum fetch number of ECSched to seek a best tradeoff for their workloads. Overall, we believe that ECSched is effective and usable in practice.

6. Related work

The problem investigated in this chapter – container scheduling on heterogeneous clusters with multi-resource constraints – is related to a variety of research topics as follows.

**Bin packing** The problem of VM placement or consolidation which is similar to our problem is often formulated as vector bin packing problem, and various heuristics have been proposed for this problem [17,36–39]. Stillwell et al. [40] studied the resource allocation problem in shared hosting platforms for static workloads with machines which provide multiple types of resources. They proposed several kinds of vector bin packing algorithms and
evaluated them over a wide range of simulations. They concluded that the first fit decreasing (FFD) heuristic that reasons on the sum of the resource demands of the tasks are the most effective. Furthermore, Panigrahy et al. [29] systematically studied variants of the FFD algorithm that have been proposed for VM placement problems, and presented a different generalization of the classical FFD heuristic. In their empirical evaluations, it showed that the Dot-Product heuristic often outperforms FFD-based heuristics. These studies focus on the packing problem with identical bins (i.e., machines), and consider each request independently. Different from them, we tackle the problem of scheduling concurrent requests on heterogeneous cluster and consider the requirements of container affinity and machine affinity at the same time.

Metaheuristics In recent years, many metaheuristic techniques have become prevalent for the approximate solution of multi-objective optimization problems [41–44]. Mi et al. [45] proposed a genetic algorithm based approach, namely GABA, to adaptively self-reconfigure the virtual machines on large-scale clusters which is composed of heterogeneous machines. Xu et al. [41] presented a modified genetic algorithm to find global optimal solutions of virtual machine placement problem. Their approach leverages a fuzzy-logic based evaluation for incorporating different objectives. Gao et al. [42] proposed a multi-objective ant colony system algorithm to find a set of Pareto solutions for the virtual machine placement problem. However, these approaches often take minutes or even hours, particularly for large-scale clusters, to generate a placement solution, which would face difficulties for an online response. In contrast, we formulate the scheduling problem as a minimum cost flow problem, which can be solved in a polynomial time.

Schedulers Many cluster schedulers have been proposed for different purposes [46–49]. Sparrow [12] and Tarcil [19] are distributed schedulers developed for clusters that achieve a high throughput for short tasks. Quincy [28], a fair cluster scheduler, models the fair scheduling problem as a minimum cost flow problem to schedule jobs into slots. In their flow network, the edge capacities and weights encode the demands of starvation-freedom, data locality, and fairness. And then, they used a standard solver to compute the optimal solution based on a cost model. In contrast, we focus on the concurrent container requests with multi-resource demands and implement an appropriate MCFP algorithm for our problem. Firmament [27], a centralized scheduler that can scale to over ten thousand machines at sub-second placement latency via a min-cost max-flow (MCMF) optimization. They proposed some problem-specific optimizations for MCFP algorithms and can achieve low latency by solving the problem incrementally. Xiao et al. [50] employed a minimum cost flow network model on the layered video streaming to achieve high throughput. Cho et al. [51] leveraged the flow network model to solve the multiprocessor real-time task scheduling problems. However, they all cannot handle the requests with multi-resource demands. Different from them, ECSched shows that how to encode multi-resource constraints and affinity requirements in the minimum cost flow problem.

7. Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented ECSched, an efficient solution for handling concurrent container requests on heterogeneous clusters with multi-resource constraints. ECSched is a graph-based scheduler, which can leverage the minimum-cost flow model to effectively process concurrent container requests. In the testbed experiments, we demonstrate that ECSched can achieve better scheduling quality than state-of-the-art container schedulers, which can lower the average container completion time by up to 1.3 × and noticeably improve resource utilization. The large-scale simulations show that there is relatively small overhead of ECSched, but it is acceptable in practice. In the future work, we will investigate problem-specific optimizations.
to improve our implementation, and consider container dependencies and resource dynamics in the scheduler to adopt more sophisticated situations.
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